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LONGWALL SALVAGE ROOF FALL RECOVERY EXPERIENCE
Richard Campbell1
ABSTRACT: Longwall (LW) salvage and relocation operations are a high-pressure period for all mine
personnel, where any delays in the scheduled works are unacceptable, have a significant financial
penalty and can increase mine worker’s exposure to hazardous conditions. Successful longwall
salvages rely on geotechnically controlled conditions, which allow for rapid shield recovery, often in
dynamic environments. Recent longwall salvage at Mine A in Queensland experienced long operational
delays, abnormal strata conditions, weighting events and shield convergence, culminating in a
significant fall of ground outbye of the e-frame. This paper presents a case study of the geotechnical and
operational conditions leading up to the fall of ground. In addition, some of the challenges faced and
specific details of the fall recovery methods, successfully employed, are discussed, which allowed the
safe and efficient resumption of salvage operations.
INTRODUCTION
Over many years, as the result of significant research and operational studies, numerous geotechnical
roof support design methodologies have been developed for coal mine strata control. Each method,
whether it's based on empirical, analytical and/or numerical methods, relies on understanding the
geotechnical environment, applicability of the model and induced changes as a result of mining. As an
industry progress in this field has been rapid and success is evident, with increasing design certainty
and decreasing risk, hence it is possible to mine increasingly challenging deposits, safely and
economically.
Longwall salvage situations however, remain an area where the risks are consistently present in terms
of actual geotechnical understanding. These inherent risks affect the ability to design with absolute
confidence and reduce the geotechnical control of the strata during salvage operations. Much of the
geotechnical risk is actually due to logistical issues, such as time, equipment selection and ventilation.
Past experience at the mine in question, or adjacent mines, remains the benchmark for "design".
Longwall moves, being complex and unavoidable, are the least studied geotechnical challenges
remaining in the industry. Perhaps the most concise summary and state of the art guideline for
conventional recovery continues to be ACARP report C13022 by Hill (2006).
BACKGROUND, GEOTECHNICAL SETTING AND PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE
Mine A operates a set of 2 m wide shields in a 146 shield face, which are designed for mining a thick
seam with a cutting height range of 3.0 to 5.2 m. Planned cut height for LW salvage is 3.8 m.
The geotechnical inputs for the LW salvage design called for 1280 t capacity shields, 320 bar (80 t/m2)
set pressure, 380 bar high set pressure and 420 bar (100 t/m2 yield pressure) and a tip to face of 650
mm while cutting a 1.0 m web. During this relocation all LW shields were scheduled to come out to the
surface for major maintenance, including replacement of all leg cylinders and re-hosing.
Geotechnical setting
Depth of cover across Mine A ranges from 80 m, close to the pit bottom, to in excess of 400 m in the
down dip northern extents of the lease. The experience base of LW salvages is within the 100 to 180 m
range, with the fall of ground occurring at a depth of 165 m. The LW operates by extracting the lower 4.6
m of the seam, maintaining a 0.6 m - 1.0 m banded coal roof beam. The strata about the target seam is
characterised by a moderate strength immediate siltstone/shale roof overlain by moderately bedded,
stronger siltstone and sandstone units. Figure 1 shows the general stratigraphic column expected in the
area of interest and the typical strata strength for the seam section.
Analysis of the numerous boreholes across the lease indicates an average Coal Mine Roof Rating
(CMRR) of 32 within the coal roof and 52 for the overlying stone roof. Figure 2 depicts the range of
CMRR values in the data set for the coal roof and stone roof environments. Based on a study conducted
1
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by Mark and Molin
nda (2003), th
he coal roof ccan be class
sified as “Mod
derate to Weeak” and the stone roof iss
classiffied as “Stron
ng”.

Fiigure 1: Typ
pical stratigrraphic colum
mn and stra
ata strength profile

Figure
F
2: Su
ummary of th
he CMRR da
ata set
The ta
arget seam is heavily fa
aulted with m
most LW blo
ocks having full seam ddisplacement structures,,
multiple fault zones and full sea
am displacem
ment fault features being
g common plaace.
The ro
oof strata arre prone to periodic
p
weig
ghting cycle
es, typically at
a a 10 to 1 5 shear freq
quency. The
e
common result of these frequent periodic weighting events,
e
which
h are expresssed as periods of rapid
d
loading
g, and multip
ple yield eve
ents on shield
ds in the affe
ected zone, is an increassed face spa
all and a rooff
gutter which runs parallel to th
he face – 60 0 mm wide and
a 500 mm
m high. Typiccally these ev
vents do nott
cause significant production issues. Figurre 3 illustrattes the typic
cal time weigghted average pressure
e
TWAP
P & weighting
g events, loading rates an
nd yield even
nts leading up to the LW bolt up and salvage.
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Figure 3: L
LVA data showing TWA
AP and weigh
hting events
s, loading ra
ates and yieeld events le
eading
upto the LW bolt up and
d salvage
Previous ex
xperience
In the prece
eding six yea
ars the Mine A had underrtaken five re
elatively succ
cessful and uuneventful lo
ongwall
relocations. Support pla
ans and recovery strategiies had been
n refined bas
sed on site exxperience, where
w
a
"leap-frog" sshield recove
ery sequence
e was consid
dered optima
al, and the mine used a thhree shield E--frame.
The tip to fa
ace for the fo
orward shield
ds was desig
gned at 3 m,, and 4 m for the back shhields. The support
s
strategy use
ed bolts, 8 m cables and
d recovery m
mesh, with lin
nk'n'locks ins
stalled in plaace of each second
s
shield, once
e removed, in
i normal co
onditions. A T
Trigger Actio
on Response
e Plan (TARP
P) was in place for
varying conditions during bolt up and
d shield reco
overy, includiing tell-tales and converggence monito
oring. If
conditions d
deteriorated,, the salvage would con
nvert to a sequential
s
pu
ulling sequeence, with sttanding
support in p
place of each
h shield recov
vered and ro
ock-props use
ed along the face side.
SEQ
QUENCE OF
F EVENTS P
PRIOR TO TH
HE FALL OF
F GROUND
The LW bo
olt up and salvage
s
was scheduled to begin lea
ading up to the Christm
mas period and
a
be
completed e
early in the New
N
Year. Bolt
B up was ccompleted us
sing rapid fac
ce bolters. S
Shield recove
ery was
from TG to MG with two
o chute roads
s in place forr access and ventilation.
A time line ffor the LW sa
alvage is dettailed below:
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Deccember 2nd- Mesh
M
on
Deccember 12th- Bolt-up com
mpleted
Deccember 18th- TG shields removed
r
Deccember 23rd- Tear down completed
c
Deccember 23rd - Salvage of run of face sshields starte
ed
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Shields 14
46 to 133 rec
covered
Decemberr 24th to Dec
cember 27th-- operations stopped for Christmas
C
brreak
27th December to 1st January
J
- Sa
alvage of shie
elds 132 to 87
8 occurred aas planned.
Convergen
nce levels of
o 0-15 mm/2
/24hrs record
ded for shie
elds, with thee highest le
evels around
d
mid-face. 200-300
2
mm
m total converrgence recorrded across the
t face
The goaf/roof behind the E-frame
e was noted
d as mostly
y standing frrom the E-frame to TG
G
(approx.12
24 m). This is
s not conside
ered typical behaviour.
b
Some sag notted on the fa
ace side.
Tell tales (not
(
adjacentt to shields b
being pulled) showing min
nimal or no m
movement
Other visual indicators showed no indication off abnormal de
eterioration
he salvage o
of shield 86 significant convergence of shields 75
7 to 50 wass
1st Januaryy - During th
noted (adja
acent to the MG chute ro
oad), resulting in clearanc
ce issues forr the dozer.
Shields 86
6 to 80 recovered
Convergen
nce rates of 40
4 to 70 mm
m per 12 hrs recorded.
r
Total convvergence of 700
7 mm in m
mid face regio
on
Tell tales (not
(
adjacentt to shields b
being pulled) showing min
nimal or no m
movement
Other visual indicators showed no indication off abnormal de
eterioration
Some area
as required the floor to be
e shot out to get clearanc
ce
2ndto 3rd Ja
anuary - Sign
nificant weigh
hting event on
o shields 50
0 to 75.
Shields 79
9 to 77 recovered
Shields in yield betwee
en 50 to 75, cconvergence
e of 200-300 mm occurrinng in 24 hrs
Total convvergence at mid
m face now
w 1000 to 120
00 mm
Tell tales (not
(
adjacentt to shields b
being pulled) showed min
nimal movem
ment
Goaf behin
nd e-frame still standing, estimated to
o have sagge
ed down to 11.5- 2 m off th
he floor.
4th Januaryy – At 3.30am
m, during the
e salvage of shield
s
76, a fall
f of groundd occurred fro
om shield 55
5
to the E-fra
ame (40 m).
Shield 76 under
u
the falll
Shields iro
on bound from
m 75 to 64
Goaf rema
ained open frrom E-frame to TG – slow
wly getting clloser to the ffloor from its initial heightt
of 1.5-2 m at the time of
o the fall

all was limite
ed from the tiips of the forrward shields to the face
e line (approxx. 3 m – 4 m wide). The
e
The fa
face line had crush
hed out significantly lead
ding up to the
e fall. The height
h
of the fall was estimated to be
e
at leasst 8m (full length of cable
es visible an
nd laser rang
ge finder use
ed). Access aand inspectio
on of the falll
was possible by trraveling alon
ng the back of the remaining shields
s to the E-fraame. Figures
s 4, 5 and 6
illustra
ate the extent of the fall.

Fig
gure 4: Fall of ground frrom shield 55
5 looking towards the E-frame
11 –13
3 February 20
015
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Figure
e 5: Shield 76
7 under the
e fall – in the
e middle of the
t face roaad

Figure 6: View
w from the E
E-frame look
king towards the MG
RECO
OVERY PLAN
Immediate actions taken
As with all falls of grou
und, the imm
mediate con
ncern is the safety of th
he surroundinng environm
ment. A
detailed inspection was undertaken to define the
e areas of co
oncern outby
ye of the falll and a stabilisation
plan was im
mplemented on
o the MG side of the falll, including the
t E-frame and
a adjacen t shields. Th
he main
aim of this immediate sttabilisation was
w to limit an
ny further de
eterioration, provide
p
a saffe working place for
the crews and allow a detailed re
ecovery plan
n to be imp
plemented. The
T
inspectiion identified
d rapid
deterioration
n of the roo
of and face from the falll outbye to around shie
eld 27. Figu re 7 illustrattes the
re-support installed outb
bye of the fall.
Immediate rresponse inccluded:
1.

66

Standing rock-p
props along the
t face side
e from shield 25 to the lip
p of the fall too limit any sh
hearing
verttically along the block.
11 – 13 February
y 2015
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Install cable trusses from shield 25 inbye to the fall, with the cables angled well out over the face
and the shield canopies.
Installation of 4m cables and dowels into the face side rib and also within the MG chute road, in
order to strengthen the coal block.
Install monitoring devices down the length of the roadway and develop an inspection regime

Truss cables

4m cables/dowels

Roc-props

Figure 7: immediate response re-support outbye of the fall
Fall recovery plan
Immediately following the notification of the fall, the mine management formed an Incident Management
Team (IMT) to ensure the correct risk based systems were followed and correct resourcing priorities
were given to the fall.
The immediate task post-stabilisation was to gain an understanding of what the likely cause or causes of
the fall were and define the mechanisms involved. This task was given priority, so as to give all
stakeholders an understanding of the risks involved in the recovery of the remaining shields. The
intended outcomes being:



Gain an understanding of the cause of the fall in order to gain confidence in the recovery plan;
and
Determine whether a similar fall of ground was possible once salvage operations resumed.

A simple representation of the fall mechanism is depicted in the illustration below (Figure 8), where the
mechanism described is very similar to that identified by Hill, D (2006) ACARP C13022.
Once the basic understanding of why the fall occurred was developed, a staged recovery plan was
formulated with the underlying principal being;





Provide a safe working environment, now and during salvage operations.
The ability to resume LW salvage operations to recover all equipment.
The final design had to be fit for purpose and allow normal salvage operations to recommence.
No additional risks or impediments were to be introduced through remedial actions taken.

At this point in the operation many different strategies and ideas for how to go about the remediation
works had been tabled; from the crews underground and adjacent mine sites, through to the head office
staff - each strategy having its own merits and limitations. The IMT as a group worked to decide the
actual stages to be taken based on the risk each task introduced. Each stage of the strategy was
well-defined, quantifiable and included stop and go review points at the completion of each task so as to
ensure the applicable design outcomes were achieved.

11 –13 February 2015
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Each stage
e was subjeccted to a forrmal risk asssessment an
nd the workfforce was keept up-to-da
ate with
regular brie
efings, including any changes to the plan going forward
f
and revised com
mpletion date
es. This
regular forum gave each
h and every person the o
opportunity to
o raise any concerns.

Stage 1: T
Tensile cracking
g and abutmentt loading

Stage 2: Cantilever of roof and convvergence of shields

Stage 3: O
On going conve
ergence and cru
ushing of the rib

Stage 4: Delaminatio
on on weaknesss plane in roof

Stage
e 5: Fall of ground

Figure 8:: Failure me
echanism an
nd failure sta
ages
The recoverry plan was divided
d
into five
f
separate
e stages:
1)

68

Placce a “cocoon” of foam around
a
Shie ld 78, as it would be en
ncased in thhe planned back
b
fill
ope
erations., This material ha
ad to be wea
ak enough to
o allow Shield
d 78 to be puulled free wh
hen the
time
e came.
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Shutter offf the fall area in prepara
ation for back
kfilling with a weak groutt mix. Drill proving holess
and install stand pipes to ensure th
he grout fills the
t cavity ab
bove the fall ((Figure 9).
Pump a weak
w
cement fill material ffrom the gro
ound up, in stages to fill tthe void and
d consolidate
e
the fall ma
aterial.
Re-mine and
a re-suppo
ort the tip to fface zone fro
om the MG side of the falll to the E-fra
ame, using a
road head
der – ensurin
ng the exca vated profile
e is fit for purpose for tthe resumption of shield
d
salvage.
Resume salvage opera
ations.

Figu
ure 9: Shutte
ering off the
e fall materia
al in preparation for consolidation of the muck pile and
backfilliing of the vo
oid in the ro
oof
During
g the consolidation and back
b
filling off the void above the fall a set of qual ity assuranc
ce tests were
e
develo
oped, aimed to ensure that the void a
above and ad
djacent to the
e face was eeffectively fille
ed, the groutt
had cu
ured as plann
ned and to determine the
e condition of the rock ma
ass above thhe canopies and
a over the
e
coal fa
ace. A detailed program
mme of UG drilling and core sampling was unddertaken to provide thiss
inform
mation. As the results be
ecame availa
able, they were
w
reviewed and wheree necessary
y action wass
taken. Samples of
o the grout batches we re also take
en during pu
umping and sent to laboratories forr
streng
gth and density testing.
The drilling confirm
med that the
e muck pile was sufficie
ently consolidated and tthat the void
ds within the
e
shutter and above the roof-line were filled. In addition, results
r
showe
ed that the roock mass above both the
e
canopies and overr the block was competen
nt.
In con
njunction with
h the pumpin
ng operationss, and in pre
eparation for the roadheaader mobilisa
ation into the
e
panel, a series of discussions were held re
egarding the
e best metho
od to re-suppport the roof and face ass
the roa
adheader re--mined the tiip-to-face are
ea. Two basic strategies were decideed on as being worthy off
investiigating.
These
e being:



hrough conso
olidated fall m
material and stand steel sets, or
Re-mine th
Re-mine th
hrough conso
olidated fall m
material and install roof bolts
b
and trusss cables.

deas were subjected
s
to a design stu
udy and werre tested in terms of; efffective support capacity,,
Both id
safety during insta
allation and subsequent shield recov
very, and pra
acticality durring shield salvage.
s
The
e
workfo
orce was invo
olved in developing workk methods fo
or both options, which inccluded risk assessments
a
s
being undertaken for
f each.
The ou
utcome was to re-mine an
nd re-supporrt the fall matterial using ro
oof bolts andd truss cables
s - this being
g
the tecchnically prefferable optio
on which had
d the least ris
sk in terms off potential injjury during in
nstallation ass
well a
as providing a higher ac
ctual supporrt capacity. In addition, the installattion of bolts and cabless
provided the best end
e result wh
hen salvage operations resumed.
r
Ste
eel sets wou ld inherently
y be exposed
d
to sign
nificant damage during the
t
recoveryy of shields, where theirr structural inntegrity could come into
o
11 –13
3 February 20
015
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question. O
Once damage
ed or knocke
ed out of alig
gnment the support
s
capa
acity is reducced and potentially
they can co
ollapse or be
ecome entangled with the
e shields. Po
otentially intrroducing a siignificant hazard to
the operatio
on.
A design an
nd applicable
e support plan
n was develo
oped for the installation
i
of this supporrt, which inclu
uded, a
monitoring ssystem to prrovide adequ
uate warning of any move
ement or furrther deteriorration in cond
ditions.
Furthermore
e, a quality assurance program
p
wass initiated wh
hereby a serries of short encapsulation pull
tests were u
undertaken in
n both the co
onsolidated fa
all material as
a well as the
e in situ rock mass either side of
the consolid
dated fall ma
aterial, in orde
er to quantifyy the actual support
s
capa
acity that wouuld be generrated.
Re- mining
g and re-sup
pport
Once the m
method was finalised an
nd the exca
avation geom
metry and su
upport planss were issue
ed, the
roadheaderr began mining through the shutter. Re-mining took place from
f
the 20thh January an
nd had
completed m
mining onto the
t E-frame on 16th Febrruary, including the recov
very of Shieldd 76 from witthin the
consolidated muck pile. Figures 11 to
t 14 illustratte the re-min
ning process.

Figure 10
0: Support plan
p
for re-m
mining throu
ugh consolid
dated muckk pile

Figure 11:: Roadheade
er re-mining
g through th
he consolida
ated muck pile
p under th
he backfilled
d void
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Figure 12: Consolid
dated muck pile and gro
out filled voiids

Figurre 13: Recov
very of shie
eld 76 from within
w
the co
onsolidated
d muck pile
RECOMMENCING L
LONGWALL SALVAGE OPERATION
NS
Longw
wall salvage recommence
ed on the 18
8th February and was com
mpleted passt the outbye edge of the
e
nd
fall on 22 February. During this time there
e were no stra
ata related delays, with m
minimal move
ement on telll
tales installed thro
ough the con
nsolidated fa
all material and
a no conve
ergence recoorded on no
on-ironbound
d
shieldss. The goaf caved readily behind th
he E-frame as
a per norma
al conditionss. All iron bo
ound shieldss
require
ed the floor beneath the pontoons an
nd bases to be shot fired
d, in order too provide some space to
o
allow them to be pulled free. By the 28th February th
he last shields were takken off the fa
ace and the
e
me was disasssembled.
E-fram
LESSONS AND EXPER
RIENCE GAINED
Post re
ecovery of th
he final rema
aining shieldss and prior to
o the resumption of LW o perations in the adjacentt
block, several inve
estigations an
nd ICAM/Roo
ot Cause ana
alyses were undertaken. The aim of these
t
was to
o
fully u
understand the root causes and futu
ure mitigatio
on methods available, too avoid a re
epeat of the
e
situatio
on.
Areas assessed in
ncluded:
1)
2)
3)

The longw
wall move sch
hedule and re
esourcing
Salvage eq
quipment selection and a
availability
Geotechnical environm
ment
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Adequacy of the support plans, TARP’s, monitoring and responses
Longwall system health
Delays in the salvage operations

Each aspect above was critically reviewed and evaluated, with the relevant outcomes documented in
preparation for the next longwall salvage in order to avoid a reoccurrence.
CONCLUSIONS
Longwall salvages remain a time of elevated risk at every operation, where high pressure situations for
all mine personnel are the norm. Conflicting resource demands and delays in the scheduled works has
a significant financial penalty and can increase mine workers exposure to hazardous conditions.
Successful longwall salvages rely on geotechnically controlled conditions which allow for rapid shield
recovery in often dynamic environments. There is currently a lack of engineering tools available to
adequately assess the conditions, or address changes as they occur, and a general reliance on
experience from within the mine or adjacent operations is often the primary design tool utilised.
This paper presents a case study of methods used to recover a significant fall of ground on a longwall
salvage face. The case study provides an example of where a staged, risk based method was
successfully developed and implemented. The importance of a collaborative approach, including a
thorough quality assurance program, is thought to be fundamental to the success of any salvage
operation and to ensure the resumption of normal operations is achieved.
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